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1. Introduction 

This calculation policy aims to set out our clear expectations for the progression of calculation stages for 

each of the four operations. This calculation policy has been adapted from St John’s Primary School, 

Cheltenham.  It has been created through consultation with staff before being taken to the Full Governing 

Body. 

 

2. Quality of Education 

2.1. Intent of the Curriculum  

2.1.1. Curriculum design and coverage 

Our curriculum intent for maths and calculation is:  

 

HEAD: Develop critical thinking and reasoning skills to solve problems. Encourage pupils to consider the 

efficiency of methods and build mathematical fluency.  

HEART: Value the contributions of all learners and encourage pupils to share knowledge with others. 

Develop a love of the subject and build resilience when faced with challenging tasks.  

HANDS: Start with the concrete before moving to the abstract. Be contextual and relatable to pupils. 

Involve creative, engaging activities and make use of a variety of resources including outdoor learning. 

2.1.2. Knowledge and skills 

The policy lays out expectations for both mental and written calculations (generally collated for Key Stage 

1), including calculation of fractions, and includes statements from the national curriculum and 

supplementary guidance as below:  

 National Curriculum statutory statements ‐ in bold  

 National Curriculum non‐statutory guidance ‐ in italics  

 Additional/Supplementary guidance ‐ plain text  

 Orange boxes provide teaching guidance and tips 

 Speech bubbles denote examples either of key teacher questions or of children's thinking/ speaking.  

 A vocabulary list is provided to encapsulate suggested vocabulary for each year group  

2.1.3. SEND 

This policy guides schools in progression for each operation to ensure smooth transition. It is important that 

conceptual understanding, supported by the use of representations, is secure for procedures, and if at any 

point a pupil is struggling with a procedure, they should revert to concrete and/or pictorial resources and 

representations to solidify understanding. 

 

2.2. Implementation of Teaching and Learning 

2.2.1. Subject knowledge  

Representations  

Key to successful implementation of a school calculation policy is consistent use of representations (models 

and images that support conceptual understanding of the mathematics) and this policy promotes a range 

of relevant representations, across the primary years. 

Mathematical understanding is developed through use of representations that are first of all concrete (e.g. 

Numicon, Dienes apparatus), and then pictorial (e.g. Array, place value counters) to then facilitate abstract 

working (e.g. Columnar addition, long multiplication).  

Whilst a mathematically fluent child will be able to choose the most appropriate representation and 

procedure to carry out a calculation, whether written or mental, schools should support pupils with carefully 

selected representations that underpin calculation methods (as detailed in this policy), and ensure there is 

consistency across year groups.  
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The 'Representations to support mental and written calculation' box on each page provides a range of 

models and images that underpin calculating in that year group. It is not an exhaustive collection and 

applies to both mental and written calculation in most circumstances. Additional specific examples are 

included inside mental and written calculation boxes.  

Progression in Calculation  

The calculation policy promotes particular methods and procedures with particular representations 

alongside to support understanding of calculation.  It is recommended that schools ensure consistency in 

both procedure and conceptual understanding to ensure fluency and confidence with written methods. 

2.2.2. Leadership support 

Regular learning walks, book scrutinies and monitoring of learning environments will be taken with feedback 

appropriately provided. 

2.2.3. Resources 

The school has a variety of concrete resources and planning resources such as Pearson Active Learn and 

White Rose Maths. 

2.2.4. Learning environment 

Examples of how calculations should be completed might be added to the maths working wall. 

2.3. Impact 

2.3.1. Summative assessment 

Assessment will take place termly using the White Rose maths end of term materials.  This must be to inform 

planning and to the development of children. 

2.3.2. Applying learning 

Opportunities to apply learning through reasoning and problem-solving activities are provided in addition to 

development of calculation skills. 

 

3. Behaviour and Attitudes 

3.1. Attitudes to learning 

Children are taught a variety of methods for recording their work and are encouraged and helped to use 

the most appropriate and convenient. Children are encouraged to use mental strategies and their own 

jottings before resorting to more formal written methods. Children’s own jottings to support their work is 

encouraged throughout all year groups.  

3.2. Positive and respectful culture 

Staff and children will respect everyone’s abilities in maths and aim to support each other to be the best 

they can be in a safe and supportive environment. 

3.3. Supporting colleagues 

Colleagues will be supported by the maths lead and provided with CPD or key ideas to develop their 

teaching.   

 

4. Personal development 

4.1. Social, Moral, Spiritual, Cultural 

Children will:  

 Work together to solve problems 

 Make responsible moral decisions and act on them, helping others 

 Make an active contribution in maths sessions 

 Understand, appreciate and contribute to a positive mind-set culture 
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5. Leadership and management 

5.1. Continuing professional development 

Staff needs in CPD in relation to calculations may come through performance management, recognition of 

a whole school need or through the needs of individual pupils. 

5.2. Working with governors 

The maths coordinator links with a key governor who reports back to the Full Governing Body progress in 

maths teaching, learning and data.  

5.3. Inclusion and equal opportunities 

Positive attitudes towards mathematics are encouraged, so that all children, regardless of race, gender, 

ability or special needs, including those for whom English is a second language, develop an enjoyment and 

confidence with mathematics. This policy is in line with the school’s ‘Equality’ policy. The aim is to ensure 

that everyone makes progress and gains positively from lessons and to plan inclusive lessons. Lessons 

involving lots of visual, aural and kinaesthetic elements will benefit all children including those for whom 

English is an additional language (EAL). Differentiated questions are used in lessons to help children and 

planned support from Teaching Assistants and other adults. 

5.4. Reviewing and monitoring 

This policy will be reviewed by the staff and maths leader every three years unless there is a change in 

maths curriculum. 

 

6. Links to other policies 

6.1. Maths Policy 

6.2. Curriculum Policy 

6.3. Assessment Policy 

6.4. Feedback Policy  

6.5. Special Needs Policy  

6.6. Equalities Policy 

 

7. Appendices 

7.1. Calculation progression overview below 

 

Wilbraham Way Expectations – calculations 

Planning – we have developed our own long term overview that suits our style of teaching, plans from 

Abacus and White Rose are used and combined as resources to aid learning 

Curriculum – teachers ensure that tasks are appropriate to the children’s needs but also to the level of their 

year group 

Progression – children only progress when fully mastered the learning but the challenge is to enable all 

children to progress 

Mastery – mastering the calculations and deepening learning is vital 

Knowledge – all teachers will know the progression and where the children are moving towards and they 

must have a clear understanding of the progression of skills; this document aids this knowledge acquisition 

Resources – children will learn from using concrete objects not just abstract calculations and every 

classroom has maths boxes full of a range of equipment 
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EYFS ADDITION 
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Y1 ADDITION 
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Y2 ADDITION 
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Y3 ADDITION 
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Y4 ADDITION 
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Y5 ADDITION 
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Y6 ADDITION 
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Y1 SUBTRACTION 
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Y2 SUBTRACTION 
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Y3 SUBTRACTION 
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Y4 SUBTRACTION 
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Y5 SUBTRACTION 
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Y6 SUBTRACTION 
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EYFS MULTIPLICATION 
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Y1 MULTIPLICATION 
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Y2 MULTIPLICATION 
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Y3 MULTIPLICATION 
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Y4 MULTIPLICATION 
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Y5 MULTIPLICATION 
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Y6 MULTIPLICATION 
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EYFS DIVISION 
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Y1 DIVISION 
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Y2 DIVISION 
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Y3 DIVISION 
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Y4 DIVISION 
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Y5 DIVISION 
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Y6 DIVISION 

 
 


